
Logic assignment for CS2013

October 24, 2017

This assignment serves to explore lengthy formulas in First-Order Predicate
Logic (FOPL), and the idea of a notation convention (i.e., notational shortcut),
which you’ve seen in logic and elsewhere. Please read all the questions carefully
before answering any of them. Solving these problems should not take you much
more than an hour, but I’d like you to write down your solutions precisely and
succinctly, and this may take you a bit longer. Please number your answers
clearly (e.g. a, b(i), etc.)

a. State your student number (omitting any initial zeros and non-digit symbols).
I assume the result is a large positive integer. Call this integer n. [5 points]

b. Suppose you wanted to write a FOPL formula to say that there exist exactly
n things. (The formula will be true in all models whose domain of discourse
contains exactly n elements, and false in all other models.) I want your formula
to follow the syntax definition given in the lectures, without any shortcuts,
without omitting outermost brackets, and so on. (Your formula will be lengthy,
so instead of writing it, you may want to describe it in such a way that a reader
of your description could write it given the time and the inclination.) [25 points]

(i) Describe the general shape of the formula.
(ii) How many equalities (i.e., formulas of the form t1 = t2, where t1 and t2

are variables) does it contain? Please give the general formula as well as
the outcome for “your” n.

(iii) How many inequalities (i.e., formulas of the form ¬(t1 = t2), where t1 and
t2 are variables) does it contain? Please give the general formula as well
as the outcome for “your” n.

c. The syntax definition of FOPL presented in class may not contain enough
variables to write the formula described under (b). Explain why not, and state
the relevant part of a syntax definition that can handle student numbers of any
finite length. Please be precise, using recursion where necessary. (There is no
need to state parts of the syntax definition that do not change.) [15 points]

d. Explain the general idea of a notation convention for FOPL. What are
notation conventions, and why are they (sometimes) used? [15 points]

e. Propose a notation convention that makes it possible to write short FOPL
formulas that say “there exists exactly one x such that ...”, “there exist exactly
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two x such that ...”, and so on for every positive integer. Please state the
convention precisely. [15 points]

f. Is it possible to write a truth definition that says (in combination with the
other clauses of the FOPL truth definition) under what conditions formulas that
contain the quantifiers proposed in (e) are true? If no, then explain why this
is not possible. If yes, then propose a truth definition. (In your answer to this
question, feel free to assume (as we have often done) that every element of the
domain of discourse is named by a different constant.) [25 points]

The maximum number of points per question (in brackets) is only indicative.
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